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Share the epic

Set epic standards with the Galaxy S23 Series

Introducing the new Galaxy S23 Epic Nightography

Epic long lasting battery Epic S Pen
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Image simulated for representational purposes only. 5G network is subject to availability in India. Color availability may vary depending on country or carrier.

Galaxy S23 Ultra
Official unboxing

Galaxy S23 | S23+
Official unboxing

Galaxy Z Fold4
Official unboxing

Galaxy Z Flip4
Official unboxing

Unbox the best



Image simulated for representational purposes only. 5G network is subject to availability in India. Galaxy S21 Series is 5G ready. Colour availability may vary by country. Compatibility dependent upon 5G network 
availability in India.
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Image simulated for representational purpose only. Color availability may vary depending on country or carrier. S Pen embedded only in S23 Ultra. Galaxy S23 Series is 5G ready. Compatibility dependent upon 5G network 
availability, actual speed may vary depending on network provider and user environment in India. S23+ is available in only Cream and Phantom black and for now S23 Ultra is available in Phantom black, Cream and Green. 
*Snapdragon is a trademark/registered trademark of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. ˆMeasured diagonally, Galaxy S23 main screen size is 15.39cm/14.99cm with rounded corners and the camera hole. 
Measured Diagonally, Galaxy S23+ main screen size is 16.65cm / 16.21cm with rounded corners and the camera hole. Measured diagonally, Galaxy S23 Ultra's main screen size is 17.31cm full rectangle and 17.25cm with rounded 
corners and the camera hole. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and camera hole. #Actual Battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. Individual results 
may vary. Rated minimum capacity for Galaxy S23, S23+ and S23 Ultra are 3785mAh, 4565mAh and 4855mAh respectively. The battery samples are tested under IEC 61960 standard for Galaxy S23, S23+ and S23 Ultra. Fast 
Charger sold separately. ˜Actual internal storage may vary.

50 MP | 12 MP Ultra-wide | 10 MP Tele

16.65 cm | Dynamic AMOLED 2X
FHD+ (2340 x 1080)ˆ

8 GB | 256 / 512 GB˜

4700 mAh | Super-fast Charging#

4nm Processor | Snapdragon 8 Gen 2 for Galaxy*

50 MP | 12 MP Ultra-wide | 10 MP Tele 

15.39 cm | Dynamic AMOLED 2X
FHD+ (2340 X 1080)ˆ

8 GB | 128 / 256 GB~

3900 mAh | Super-fast Charging#

4nm Processor | Snapdragon 8 Gen 2 for Galaxy*

200 MP | 12 MP Ultra-wide | 10 MP Tele (10x)
10 MP Tele (3x)

17.31 cm | Dynamic AMOLED 2X
QHD+ (3088 x 1440)ˆ 

12 GB | 256 / 512 GB/ 1 TB˜

5000 mAh | Super-fast Charging#

4nm Processor | Snapdragon 8 Gen 2 for Galaxy*

GreenLavenderCreamPhantom
Black

Lavender*CreamPhantom
Black

Green

Galaxy S23 Ultra



Galaxy S23 Ultra

Take quick notes, doodle, or simply do all
the things your fingers can’t. Experience
the S Pen in its new powerful avatar that
comes with better latency ,̂ and one that
cares about the environment too.

The use of conscious materials makes this our most eco-conscious smartphone ever*.
Recycled glass and PET film accent the phone’s exterior, and box made from recycled
paper makes it planet-loving from the moments it hits your hand.

The powerful S Pen3

Slip into something a little more special.
Fresh new colors~ inspired by nature are
turned into natural dyes and infused into
the polished metal frame.

Shades of nature2

Designed with the planet in mind1

Recycled glass

Recycled ocean-bound plastic

Recycled glass

S pen inner cover

Recycled pet film

Image simulated for representational purpose only. *Made with recycled materials in certain parts. Featuring upcycled glass, plastic, film, and sustainable dyes in certain proportions in the product. For more details 
please visit https://www.samsung.com/in/smartphones/galaxy-s23-ultra/buy/. ˜Color availability may vary depending on country or carrier. 06-
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Image simulated for representational purpose only. *As compared to Galaxy S22 Series. 

A whole new level of epic is here. With
a high-resolution Pro-grade Camera
in the Galaxy S23 Ultra, epic clicks are
not far away.

Take crisp photos and videos, from dusk
until dawn. *Galaxy’s most advanced
camera sensor and fastest processor
accommodate low light and reduce noise.
And even the camera lens clears up the
capture by toning down flare.

Low light. Camera. Action.5Capture all things epic4

Capture the details with Portrait Mode6

Depth & dimension is where the Pro-grade Camera delivers. Gently blur the
background to put yourself in focus and let the details shine.



Bring the stars to your palm8

Capturing videos at night will never be
this clear, smooth and packed with details.
*Shoot them in the Galaxy’s most stable
video in low light with 2X wider OIS and
noise-reducing tech keeping your scenes
cinematic.

Transform a starry night into a work
of art. Simply record the skies using the
Astro Hyperlapse mode on your
Galaxy S23 Ultra and see the magic of the
night unfurl on your mobile screen.

Hit record, even at night7

Nearly double the resolution of what we
had, welcome the 200 MP Wide-angle
Camera. The highest resolution ever in a
Galaxy S series smartphone camera.
The highest level of epic.

ˆSwitch into Expert RAW to finesse in
greater detail. Snap in 50 MP for detailed,
dynamic frames, or expand your repertoire
with astrophoto, multiple exposure and
other exposure features.

Experience raw power10Highest resolution ever9

Image simulated for representational purpose only. *S23 Ultra provides an OIS (Optical Image Stabilization) of 3 degree compared to 1.5 degree for S22 Ultra.ˆPro mode captures a single image while Expert RAW combines 
16-bit multi frame images. 08-
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Bought the all-new Galaxy S23 Series? Want to transfer data from your old phone? It’s 
easy. Simply download Smart Switch app~. It gives you the freedom to move your 
contacts, music, photos, calendar, and all that you need on your new Galaxy. Be it an 
android* or an iOS** user.

Data transfer was never this seamless11

When ideas are flowing, team up your new Galaxy S23 Ultra and Windows based# PC 
for a 2-in-1 experience. Without switching your mouse, keyboard, or touchpad, you can 
work on both your devices for your most efficient screen-time yet.

Multi-control for your multitasking needs12

Now it’s easier than ever to set-up your new Galaxy the way you want to. The Advanced 
ˆOne UI 5 maximizes customization, allowing you to pick almost every detail, from 
lock screens and themes to widgets and notifications.

Your Galaxy, your way13

Image simulated for representational purpose only. ~Data transferring via Smart Switch requires all devices to install the Smart Switch app. Some contents, data or download apps may not transfer via this process. The 
amount of time required may vary depending on the data and your connection's strength. *Android is a trademark/registered trademark of Google LLC. Wireless transfer - Android 4.0 or higher, Wired - Android 4.3 or higher.
**iOS is a trademark/registered trademark of Apple Inc. Wired transfer - iOS 5.0 or higher, import from icloud - iOS 4.2.1 or higher. #Windows is a trademark/registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. ˆAvailability of 
One UI core feature apps & services may vary depending on OS version or country. Actual UI may be different.



Galaxy S23 | S23+

ˆRecycled materials get a new life in
the epically beautiful Galaxy S23 & S23+.
Buy yourself one and contribute towards 
the goal of being eco-conscious.

Slays, for the planet1

Become a trendsetter. Get yourself a color*
to match, while keeping our planet in mind.
Crafted with natural dyes, you can get
yourself fresh, new shades which are
elegant and elevated, yet completely
down to earth.

Down to earth tones2

The Front Camera’s Dual Pixel technology
focuses faster and more accurately, even
in low light. Object-based AI delivers
authentic color for selfies that rival in
real life.

Night Selfie 3 Night Selfie Video4

It’s not just stills that dominate the dark,
you’re getting pin sharp night videos, too.
Now, even the Front Camera has the skills
to clearly capture clips of you and your
friends after the sun sets.

Image simulated for representational purpose only. *Color availability may vary depending on country or carrier. ̂ Recycled materials used in certain portions/parts in front & back glass, sim tray, volume keys, speaker module 
and S Pen inner cover. For more details please visit https://www.samsung.com/in/smartphones/galaxy-s23/buy. 10-

11



Epic resolution5 More light for your night6

The 50 MP Wide-angle Camera works 
hand-in-hand with a powerful chip, 
rapidly combining frames to extract bits 
from each into a single hi-res photo. Add 
in Detail Enhancer technology and you’ve 
got quality so sharp, you’ll keep zooming 
in for more.

Get ready for your Gallery to be filled with 
epic night shots. The ones that will
capture details like never before. The 
ones, your friends will keep asking for.

Bring the stars to your screen7 From flops to hits 8

Turn your misfires into epic 
masterpieces! Head to your gallery and 
sharpen up your old photos or fuzzy GIFs 
while keeping your loops looking fresh. 

Stargaze every time of the day! Capture 
the bright side of the night with *Expert
RAW on your Galaxy S23 & S23+ and 
**snap constellations in breathtaking 
clarity.

Image simulated for representational purpose only. *Pro mode captures a single image while Expert RAW combines 16-bit multi frame images. **Results may vary depending on light or shooting conditions.



When does gaming go from great to epic? When you have the most powerful chip on a 
Galaxy smartphone- The Snapdragon 8 Gen 2* processor. Time to experience ‘fast’, the 
way fast is meant to be.

More power to you9

Calling it a night? Don’t. Binge watch your favorite shows, scroll through your social 
feed or game all night; your battery will just not run-out. If it does, we always have 
**fast-charging.

Stay epic for longer10

Mesmerizing now comes naturally for the FHD+ dynamic AMOLED with adaptive vision 
booster 1750 nits. So now, you can expect a brighter display#, no matter what time of 
the day and what kind of light.

The display, on display11

Image simulated for representational purpose only.*Snapdragon is a trademark/registered trademark of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. **Fast charger sold separately. #Upto outdoor visibility with 
1,750 nits. Wreckfest © 2022, THQ Nordic, AB, Sweden. Wreckfest is a registered trademark of THQ Nordic. All rights reserved. Available for purchase on Samsung Galaxy Store and other app store in select countries. It is not 
suitable for person under 3 years of age.
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Take your experience to the next level

Galaxy Watch5
Sapphire Crystal Glass
44mm variant: 34.5mm* (450x450) Super AMOLED,
Full Color Always On Display
40mm variant: 30.2mm* (396x396) Super AMOLED,
Full Color Always On Display

LTE (eSim models only), BT 5.2, Wi-Fi 2.4GHz
& 5GHz, NFC
Location: GPS/Glonass/Beidou/Galileo

5ATM + IP68** / MIL-STD-810H

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

44mm: 410mAh***
40mm: 284mAh***

Battery

1.18GHzProcessor

Graphite, Silver, Pink GoldColours

Galaxy Watch5 Pro

Images simulated.

44mm variant: 34.5mm* (450x450) Super AMOLED,

40mm variant: 30.2mm* (396x396) Super AMOLED,

LTE (eSim models only), BT 5.2, Wi-Fi 2.4GHz

Sapphire Crystal Glass
45mm variant: 35.6mm* (450x450) Super 
AMOLED, Full Color Always On Display

LTE (eSim models only), BT 5.2, Wi-Fi 2.4GHz
& 5GHz, NFC
Location: GPS/Glonass/Beidou/Galileo

5ATM + IP68** / MIL-STD-810H

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

44mm: 590mAh***Battery

1.18GHzProcessor

Gray Titanium, Black TitaniumColours



Take your experience to the next level

Galaxy Watch4
Dial: 44mm(1.7”) / 40mm(1.6”)
Screen: 1.4” / 1.2” SUPER AMOLED

BT 5.0 / Wi Fi 2.4GHz
5GHz / NFC / GPS

Corning Gorilla Glass Dx
Armour aluminium body
IP68, 5ATM & MIL STD 810G
water resistance*

361 / 247 mAh with fast charging

1.18GHz

Siver, Black, Green, Pink

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

Battery

Processor

Colours

Galaxy Watch4 Classic
Dial: 46mm(1.8”) / 42mm(1.6”)
Screen: 30.5mm(1.4”) / 35.5mm(1.2”)
Super AMOLED

BT 5.0 / Wi Fi 2.4GHz
5GHz / NFC / GPS

Corning Gorilla Glass Dx
Stainless steel body
IP68, 5ATM & MIL STD 810G
water resistance*

361 / 247 mAh with fast charging

1.18GHz

Black, Silver

Images simulated.

Screen size

Connectivity

Durability

Battery

Processor

Colours
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Open type

2 way speaker (Woofer + tweeter)
3 level adjustable
Ambient sound
ANC supported

v5.2

6

Accelerometer, Gyro Sensor,
Hall Sensor, Proximity Sensor, Touch 
Sensor, VPU (Voice Pickup Unit) 
Compatible Specification of 
Smartphone - Android 7.0 ↑, 1.5GB ↑

Battery Capacity (Earbud)- 61 mAh
Battery Capacity (Case) -472 mAh

White, Lavender, Olive , Graphite

Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
Features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Image simulated for representational purpose only. Colour as per availability. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
*Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds+ to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings (Ambient Sound function off).Samsung travel adapter 
used for charging. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors. Dolby Atmos is a registered mark of the Dolby Laboratories.

Open type

2 way speaker (Woofer + tweeter)
3 level adjustable
Ambient sound
ANC supported

Galaxy Buds2 Pro



Open type

2way speaker with 11mm woofer
and 6.5mm tweeter

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

Intelligent ANC
Professional sound with 2-way 
speakers
• 11mm woofer for full bass
• 6.5mm tweeter with low distortion
360 Audio Dolby Atmos

Wireless Charging

Phantom Violet, Phantom Black and
Phantom Silver

Open type

One Way 1.2cm
(12mm speakers with bass duct)

AKG Tuned sound

BT v5.0

3

ANC for Open type
Always on Mic for Bixby
Spotify Controls
Gaming Mode

60mAh (each Bud) / 472 mAh (case)

Up to 8hrs (Buds) /
29hrs (with case) playtime

Wireless Charging

Mystic Black, Mystic Bronze and
Mystic White

Design

Sound

Connectivity

Mics

Special
Features

Battery

Colours

Take your experience to the next level

Images simulated. ^The playtime hours shown are based on internal test lab conditions. Time may vary depending upon individual usages. 
*Based on internal testing. Audio playback time tested by pairing a pre-production Galaxy Buds+ to a recently released Galaxy smartphone with default settings (Ambient Sound function off).
Samsung travel adapter used for charging. Actual battery life and charging time may vary by usage conditions, number of times charged and many other factors.
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Exclusive benefits

Click to know more

Samsung pay: the simple way.

Secure, effortless and 
contactless payments

Click to know more

Knox security locks in your privacy.
Defense-grade security

Samsung

Click to know more

Keep getting back from Samsung.

Upgrade to the latest
Galaxy every year

Images simulated.



Assuring a safe and hygienic experience

Extensive service network with
multiple support channels

Service center touchpoints
3300+

Appointment bookingConvenient access

Call center facility
24 x 7

Samsung Care+

We've got you covered

Click to know more

Mobile care plan that protects your smartphone
beyond the standard warranty, with coverage for all 
accidental damage for up to 2 years.  

60-
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All features and specifications mentioned herein can be changed without prior notice. Log on to www.samsung.com/in for more details. Products shown herein are for 
representational purpose only, actual product may vary.

Please dispose of e-waste and plastic waste responsibly. 
For more information or for e-waste pick up, 

please call 1800 40 7267864 or 1800 5 7267864.

Registered Address: Samsung India Electronic Pvt. Ltd.,
C.I.N.-U31900DL1995PTCO71387, 6th Floor, DLF Center, Sansad Marg, New Delhi - 110001.
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